
Community Services

URA establishes its Voluntary Services Team. Our 

volunteers brought entertainment and laughter to 

children	 at	 the	 Hong	 Chi	 Pinehill	 Village,	 a	 non-

profit organisation providing services to children with 

intellectual disabilities.

We fielded a strong team of runners for the Standard 

Chartered Marathon.

URA and its colleagues care a great deal about the 

community. After all, we are just as much a part of 

it. Volunteerism and community service are therefore 

actively encouraged by and through our staff club.

We received Caring Organisation award from the Hong 

Kong Council of Social Service.  
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We care for those who suffer as a result of disasters, 

including those that take place outside of Hong Kong. 

Our staff club donates to the Red Cross Japan Earthquake 

and Tsunami Relief Fund.

We relocated our Head Office to a nearby building and 

donate used furniture and equipment to those in need.

We make available the Central Oasis as a free venue for 

community groups and NGOs to promote their work. 

One of the events held at Central Oasis is the World 

Refugee Day Photo Exhibition supported by the URA.

We supported the Amazing City Orienteering 

Programme, an annual student event involving over 

60 school teams to explore heritage preservation and 

revitalisation initiatives in Hong Kong.  

We organised the Green Living School Campaign 

including	an	inter-school	drama	competition	and	green	

blog to promote a greener Hong Kong among the 

youngsters.  
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